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With a Latin Flavor: Cultural and Narrative Contributions of 
the Latin American Telenovela to Spanish Fiction
Fernando Morales Morante , Anna Tous Rovirosa and Tatiana Hidalgo-Marí

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona; Universidad de Alicante

Abstract
For more than twenty years in Spain, national series and telenovelas 
were broadcast alongside Latin American telenovelas, which have 
gradually decreased until practically disappearing from the screens. 
Although the production of Spanish fiction goes back as far as the 
arrival of television, the truth is that the disaffection with the Latin 
American telenovela and the consolidation of Spanish fiction may 
have brought with it the transfer of narrative, aesthetic and cultural 
codes upon the which the new model of Spanish audiovisual fiction 
was built. This article1 analyzes these characteristics in both models 
from the comparative analysis of broadcast titles. The results show 
similarities in the superimposed structure of the plots and the use 
of drama, while differences include the design of characters and the 
preference for certain themes and settings related to the cultural 
spaces in which the stories occur.

Key words 
telenovela; cultural studies; 
Latin America; audiovisual 
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Introduction

Between the 1980s and 1990s, Latin American telenovelas enjoyed enormous popularity 
in Spain. These were highly viewed programs that outnumbered Spanish series and 
telenovelas. It was an era in which public television completely dominated the range of 
audiovisual media in Spain and fiction represented the core of the range of local 
entertainment.

Over time this trend began to reverse. Allowing private investment favored in-house 
productions, and new series and telenovelas appeared that reflected the reality of Spain 
and the social changes of democracy. Meanwhile, the Latin American telenovela still 
retained its classic line with a stereotypical global story and was practically unable to 
compete with the growing Spanish offerings. In short, the Latin American telenovela had 
few storylines to attract a complex, demanding and highly selective audience in terms of 
the content it was interested in watching.

From a communicative point of view and from a cultural studies approach, we believe 
it would be useful to examine this period of Spanish television in order to determine 
whether there are elements of the Latin American telenovela that have influenced Spanish 
fiction. The aim is to identify those narrative, cultural and stylistic components that 
Spanish telenovelas and series appropriated from Latin American telenovelas. It is true 
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that a comparison between Latin American telenovelas and Spanish series may seem 
somewhat narrow at first sight because it does not include important aspects such as the 
duration or frequency of the episodes. However, our study focuses on the migration of 
narratological ingredients as a range of audiovisual fiction understood from a broad 
perspective and not just as categories associated with a broadcast format. This is defined 
by considering that during the period of analysis the decline of Latin telenovelas and the 
rise of Spanish series and telenovelas were very marked. Even the product label itself can 
be interchangeable to the extent that Spanish television channels themselves view it as 
such, and prefer to define as telenovelas productions such as Amar en tiempos revueltos, 
which, given that it was broadcast over many years, more closely resembles the British or 
U.S. soap opera, to give just one example. This study focuses on those aspects that allow 
content elements of productions in both contexts to be related.

The Latin American Telenovela: Narratological Features of the International 
Brand

As a traditional format of audiovisual literature, the telenovela is the Latin American version 
of the U.S. and British soap opera.2 It has a linear structure of 90 to 120 episodes that are 
broadcast over six months. Unlike the soap opera, which has storylines that are played out 
over generations, the time interval of the telenovela storyline is shorter and the various 
conflicts are resolved, meaning that it does not extend over time.3 The stories usually end with 
the moral triumph of the protagonist, who achieves happiness as a reward for his/her ordeal.4 

Based on this, we define the telenovela as a fictional narrative with a dramatic nucleus and a 
serial structure that is complemented by subplots that address various issues using other 
narrative genres. It has a definite open or closed ending that is usually predictable and that 
seeks to satisfy the emotional expectations of the viewer.5 The telenovela also perfectly 
portrays the Latin American sociocultural world, its way of thinking and way of expressing 
itself. Its modus vivendi, namely the contrasts between social classes, juxtaposes the rural with 
the urban, shows culinary expressions of the Latin American context such as food, typical 
drinks, folklore and the various social ways of sharing them. All these elements of representa-
tion are brought together along with human and social conflicts in all their possible forms.

During the 1980s and 1990s, Latin American telenovelas came to Spain mainly from 
Mexico and Venezuela. Mazziotti also includes those from Colombia, which are char-
acterized by a rather traditional style.6 Nevertheless, that hegemonic model, centered on 
national styles, is broken by international production alliances and the emergence of 
Miami as a center of creation.7 He similarly defines as traditional the Mexican model, in 
which the depicted stories relate to social class conflicts based on the archetype of the 
fairy tale along the lines of Cinderella, along with a variety of parallel narratives.8 Many of 
these titles were broadcast in Spain to great success, including Muchachitas (1991), 
Corazón salvaje (1994), Agujetas de color de rosa (1995), María Mercedes (1996), 
Esmeralda (1997), La usurpadora (1999), Gata salvaje (2003), Rebeca (2004), Amor real 
(2005) and En nombre del amor (2009). However, in more recent years the telenovela has 
revolved around stories of drug traffickers, projecting a negative view of Latin America 
such as in El señor de los cielos or Señora Acero, a style that came to be renamed narco- 
drama.9 Despite a number of attempts, this new telenovela format has not been successful 
in Spain. Two reasons may explain this. Firstly, one of the reasons may be that 
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distributors focus their efforts on selling in Latin American countries and in U.S. cities 
with a high Latin American population, and not just because they are Spanish-speaking 
countries. Secondly, there is a cultural mismatch due to the incompatibility that results 
from showing a sexist, corrupt and excessively violent Latin American vision, which 
relates everything Latin American with drug trafficking and power mafias, giving a 
negative message of Latin American culture and is intolerable because of the historical 
links that exist with Spain.

Another discursive model is the Colombian telenovela. They stand out for capturing the 
reality of Latin America through comic elements in their dialogues and exotic character-
ization: gestures of a national style and female characters so diverse that they range from the 
submissive, such as the innocent Florencia Lagos in Pura sangre, to the drug lord’s female 
lover of the drug lord who had breast surgery in Sin tetas no hay paraíso.10 The best example 
of the Colombian telenovela is Yo soy Betty, la fea and its remake Ecomoda, which was also 
dubbed, adapted and sold to more than seventy countries worldwide, marking a milestone 
in its internationalization. Colombia has also produced narcodramas such as Pablo Escobar 
and El capo, but these have not been broadcast in Spain. The television network Telemundo 
also marks its strategy of international alliances. It has collaboration agreements with 
various Colombian companies and independent groups to co-produce telenovelas and 
export them worldwide. They try to eliminate national brands, which are replaced by views 
of the city, Miami beaches and actors from different countries. Mention should also be 
made of telenovelas made in Venezuela. These show similarities to Telemundo’s style and 
were widely received during the 1980s and especially during the 1990s; however, the 
economic crisis prevented them from staying on Iberian airwaves.

The Latin Telenovela in Spain from the Boom of the 1980s to its Current 
Residual State

The arrival of Latin American telenovelas in Spain occurred at the end of the 1970s with 
the Brazilian Malú mujer (1979) and Quien ama no mata (1982) and the Mexican Los 
ricos también lloran (1986). However, Televisión Española achieved its greatest success 
with the Venezuelan Cristal (1990), which boasted more than 8 million viewers during its 
evening slot. During the 1990s, the format was consolidated with titles such as Corazón 
salvaje and Agujetas de color de rosa11 in a deliberate process of international expansion.-
12 From 2000 onwards, Spain experienced an economic boom that drove the arrival of 
immigrants. According to official statistics,13 in 2003 more than 2.5 million immigrants 
were already living in Spain, 1 million of whom came from Latin America. This 
phenomenon helped the telenovela to remain on television networks, as it represented 
a way to quickly capture a large group of followers. Latin American migration has 
continued to the present-day level of 2 million people. If this figure also included those 
who have obtained Spanish nationality, the number could even be as high as 3 million.

However, during those many years of popularity, Mexican telenovelas were the most 
viewed in Spain. Foremost among them were those of Televisa, such as Abigail (1992), 
Guadalupe (1993), Agujetas de color de rosa (1995), María Mercedes (1996), Esmeralda 
(1997), Gata salvaje (2003), Rebeca (2004), Rubí rebelde (2004), Amor real (2005), and 
Floricienta (2006), among many others. It is also worth mentioning Cuando seas mía 
(2001), the only one produced by TV Azteca.
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Venezuelan telenovelas arrived in Spain and managed to position themselves in the 
1990s with Rubí rebelde (1991) and Kassandra (1993). Their success was based on great 
melodramas written or adapted by Delia Fiallo, in which young and famous actors would 
appear and, through the telenovela, be catapulted to fame. Their long duration was also 
an attractive factor in selling them to generalist channels.

The United States, through Telemundo, entered the Spanish market in 1990 with El 
magnate, and its telenovelas were viewed almost continuously until 2011: Guadalupe 
(1993), El cuerpo del deseo (2005), El zorro, la espada y la rosa (2006), Dame chocolate 
(2007), Más sabe el diablo (2009), Bella Calamidades (2010) and La casa de al lado (2011), 
which definitively ended the phenomenon of the Latin American telenovela boom in Spain.

Colombian telenovelas had a minor presence and were broadcast from the second half of 
the 1990s. They stand out for the quality of their stories and the incorporation of script-
writers from cinema and theater, who brought a fresh and fun style in well-remembered 
titles such as Café con aroma de mujer (1996), Pura Sangre (1998), Pedro el escamoso and Yo 
soy Betty, la fea (2001), Pasión de gavilanes (2005), Hasta que la plata nos separe (2006), 
Amores de mercado (2006) and Doña Bárbara (2009), among others. There were also a 
number, though fewer, of titles from Peru, Argentina, Brazil and Chile. The following table 
(Table 1) shows the distribution of broadcast titles and their country of origin.

The coming of age of Spanish national audiovisual fiction, understood from the 
dramaturgical quality of the content and the ability to generate sufficiently attractive 
titles for viewers, was progressively managed. During these years there was a gradual 
increase in the number of titles of diverse genres in telenovelas and series, with stories 
that better reflected Spanish idiosyncrasies from very current thematic selections, devel-
oping characters that were not only very real but also controversial and original, and that 
connected strongly with the audience over the passing episodes and seasons.

Table 1. Distribution of Latin American telenovelas broadcast in Spain distributed by countries 
1990–2014 (Source: Author). 
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While this was happening, Latin American telenovelas were losing their positions in 
prime-time slots. At first, the programmers tried to maintain them alongside Spanish 
telenovelas, or would suddenly change their scheduled broadcast time; however, in the 
end they took the decision to withdraw them and replace them provisionally with films 
and journalistic spaces such as Españoles en el mundo or Comando actualidad. This 
resulted in Latin American telenovelas finally ending up on the thematic channel Antena 
Nova, which was dedicated mainly to recycling foreign fiction programs.

Fiction Series and Telenovelas in Spain

In the early 1960s the first Spanish fiction series, TVE’s “the weekly telenovela,” was 
produced. They were 15-minute long adaptations of historical dramas.14 Other releases 
included plays, short comedy or adventure series such as El tercer rombo (1966) made 
with very limited budgets. García de Castro typifies them as having four main features: 1) 
live performances; 2) filming in a single television studio with two cameras; 3) a 
theatrically structured script; and 4) monotony of construction or visual language, and 
low light and sound.15 Some years later a second wave arrived, which could be referred to 
as the establishment, with higher quality series such as Verano azul (1981) and Anillos de 
oro (1983), in which topics such as gang culture, abortion, homosexuality and other social 
phenomena typical of the years following the Franco dictatorship were addressed for the 
first time.

The 1990s witnessed an opening up phase that allowed private media to enter the 
audiovisual business. This brought about improvements not only in the quantity of titles, 
but also in their quality. The series Farmacia de guardia (1991–95), aired over 5 seasons 
and 169 episodes, was considered the most successful series in Spain with a proven record 
of 13.5 million viewers. The story tells, in an everyday way, the adventures of a middle- 
class Madrid neighborhood whose inhabitants visit the local pharmacy and become 
confidants of the pharmacist (Lourdes Cano), telling her not only about their ailments 
but also all kinds of personal and family problems. Café con leche (1998), the first series 
strictly about neighbors, was also broadcast. El comisario (1999-2009), a police genre 
production, was initially planned as comedy but ended up being a series about police 
investigations. With somewhat detective-like overtones was Los hombres de Paco (2005– 
2010), which was dedicated to the vicissitudes of an exemplary policeman who worked 
hard with his specialized team in a peripheral and conflictive suburban police station in 
Madrid. It had the merit of balancing the involvement of both men and women in 
intelligence work. This fruitful period16 is referred to as the consolidation phase of 
television fiction and is marked by the inclusion of new themes and diversity of genres. 
In addition to drama, police plots and continued broadcasts scheduled over several 
seasons and years appeared. There were other important titles such as the drama comedy 
Los Serrano (2003–8), which showed a new prototype of a contemporary family that 
came about as a result of the coming together of two other families, whose needs force 
them to live together despite their differences.

Series and telenovelas based on historical dramas managed to position themselves as 
the main representative type of fiction. The most representative case is Cuéntame cómo 
pasó (2001–9), a series that narrated experiences over several decades, starting with the 
marriage of the main couple, the Alcántaras, a typical middle-class Spanish family who 
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lived through the Franco dictatorship and the beginnings of democracy. In this way, it 
conveyed a revisionist portrayal of Spanish society, including key historical themes such 
as censorship, repression and the military, and police corruption along with other 
problems of this era, such as discrimination against single mothers, machismo, exploita-
tion in the workplace and poverty. However, the series not only recalled bitter events, but 
also others that marked pleasingly memorable moments, such as the arrival of television 
or Spain’s first participation in the Eurovision Song Contest. Its long duration (358 
episodes over 30 seasons), together with the change in physical appearance of the 
characters, allows us to see the progressive change of society as a whole towards a 
mindset that accommodates tolerance, globalization and inclusion of different people. 
It offers creative editing contributions, such as the inclusion of real images of the era. This 
new format, resulting from the mixture of drama and comedy was called dramedy.17 

Oller and Martín confirm that the series Cuéntame cómo pasó has an “American 
dramedy” format, but one that is endowed with national and thematic characteristics 
designed to please a Spanish family audience.18

Almost at the same time as the premiere of Cuéntame cómo pasó, another project 
appeared: Amar en tiempos revueltos (TVE: 2005–12), this time in an hour-long tele-
novela format and broadcast daily from Monday to Friday starting at 4 o’clock in the 
afternoon. The series also covered, from an evocative and historical perspective, the 
Spanish Civil War of 1939, the post-war period, and the period until the end of the 
1950s.19 The historical element acted as the packaging to introduce particular emotional 
conflicts using melodrama.20 For many years it was Spain’s favorite after-lunch activity, 
definitively banishing Latin American telenovelas from this programing slot which they 
had dominated for years. The series has been aired in approximately 30 countries 
including the United States.

Such was the success of these two programs that they formed the basis of later ones 
such as El secreto del puente viejo (2011–), whose current broadcasting stretches over 11 
seasons and more than 2000 episodes, overtaking the record of Amar en tiempos 
revueltos. It relates the stories of a wealthy bourgeois family during the late nineteenth 
century. In this telenovela we can see distinct elements that closely resemble the Latin 
American telenovela: the length of the episodes (up to a maximum of one hour), the use 
of melodrama as the axis of the stories and the complete social stratification of the 
characters. It also matches fiction with reality on key dates such as Christmas. However, 
the example in which features from Latin American telenovelas can be seen more clearly 
is El súper (1996–9). This project came about due to the success of Latin American 
telenovelas broadcast by regional networks, especially TV3, and notably combines 
melodrama with local traditions and comic elements. It attempted to replicate the 
narrative form of the domestic drama with a U.S. soap opera format, extending the 
story up to four seasons and a total of 738 episodes. In this regard, it better follows the U. 
S. soap opera format used in other previous Spanish successes such as the emblematic 
Catalan telenovela El cor de la ciutat (1990-99), which tells the story of a suburban 
neighborhood of Barcelona. In El súper, the central plot revolves around a humble 
supermarket cashier (Julia Ponce) who discovers that she is the daughter of the owner 
of the establishment. This makes her a legitimate owner of the chain where she works, 
resulting in a series of family intrigues designed to prevent her from inheriting the 
tycoon’s vast fortune.
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Another case study is Gran reserva (1997), a series that mixed melodrama and thriller. It 
revolved around three families of Riojan winemakers, whose differences are exacerbated 
when one of the daughters tries to kill the firstborn of another daughter from one of the rival 
families. The series fully develops a conflict of power and struggle for ownership of lands, with 
a strong resemblance to two popular Latin telenovelas: Tierra de pasiones (2006), also based 
on disputes over vineyards, or coffee in Café con aroma de mujer (1996). And, finally, we must 
mention the series Gran Hotel (2011), a drama, suspense and police genre. It is set in and 
around a hotel in which the characters are surrounded by mystery, favoring the creation of 
powerful romances that are complicated by the social differences of the main couple.

Comedy series constitute a special format within the variety of fiction offerings, which is 
due to a large extent to the variety of characters and the way in which the subplots interweave. 
They were usually broadcast during the week or on weekends at night. For example, Aquí no 
hay quien viva (2003–6) followed an ensemble cast model and narrated the life of a peculiar 
community of neighbors, each with their own way of understanding and doing things. The 
enormous differences between them helped to build pleasant and, above all, slick conflicts. Its 
success was so great that adaptations were broadcast in Argentina, Chile, Colombia and, in 
Europe, in Portugal and France. Of a very similar pattern were La que se avecina (2007–2019), 
and of course Aída (2005–14), which went beyond the disagreements of living together 
within one building and was extended to all the residents in the neighborhood. This helped to 
introduce more substantial conflicts, to explore reactions and themes in which comedy acted 
at times as a modulating element to enable audiences to perceive the drama more intensively. 
These were long-lived series with a format enriched by the rotation of characters and roles 
that were quickly altered according to audience tastes.

Adaptations of Titles in both Directions

The adaptation of a range of Latin American telenovelas in Spain and vice versa reveals 
the relationship between the two formats for decades. In a broader context, numerous 
examples of U.S. and European series adapted to Spain can be highlighted. Doctor Mateo 
(2009–2011) is an adaptation of the British series Doc Martin (2004), while Las chicas de 
oro (2010) is a remake of the U.S. series The Golden Girls (1985). Conversely in the 
United States, Spanish Television’s Los misterios de Laura was successfully adapted. 
Barker and Moreno,21 referring to the industry in the U.S. and other countries, pointed 
out that the cultural flows occur in both directions and not just unidirectionally. 
Chicharro and Rueda speak of the “Spanishization” of an eminently Latin American 
genre by referring, for example, to Amar en tiempos revueltos.22

Specifically, several Spanish adaptations of originally Latin American titles can be 
noted: Hermanos y detectives (2007–2009) is an Argentine adaptation of the same name; 
El Zorro, la espada y la rosa, originally from the United States, and has behavioral traits 
that are quite similar to Águila Roja. Colombian telenovelas register different adaptations 
in Spain. Gavilanes (2010) is an adaptation of the Telemundo telenovela Pasión de 
gavilanes (2003), while Sin senos no hay paraíso (2008), from Colombia, was adapted 
into a Spanish version under the title of Sin tetas no hay paraíso (2008), which was 
broadcast almost simultaneously. Another important example is Yo soy Betty, la fea 
(1999), whose Spanish version, Yo soy Bea (2006), substantially modified the character 
and outcome. Along this same line is the Mexican version La fea más bella (2006), while 
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Seis hermanas (2015) is an adaptation of 3 veces Ana (1995), which was produced in 
Mexico by Televisa. Furthermore, there are several Spanish series titles that have been 
adapted in Latin America, such as Física o química (2008), which became Telemundo’s 
telenovela Relaciones peligrosas (2012). Aquí no hay quien viva was adapted for 
Argentinian, Colombian and Venezuelan screens, while in Ecuador Aida was adapted 
with the same format and some modifications to its content.

Proximity as a Factor of Plot Construction and Identification in Fiction

Since the 1970s, studies focusing on plot fiction in general and on soap operas in 
particular have occupied a relevant place in academic literature on television and the 
media.23 Analyzing the features or forms that fiction acquires in countries other than the 
one in which it was originally produced is especially useful in determining whether there 
is a segmentation of factors in the audience that determine preference for one style of 
fiction or other. Media globalization has brought with it new discourses, and segmenta-
tion is an effective key to attract diverse audiences, adjusting to their cultural context. In 
this regard, the countless socio-cultural components that the telenovela possesses, and its 
narrative styles centered on the Latin American world, may favor a better codification of 
the discourses and their identification. They can even serve as a basis for creating and 
adapting new stories, as is already happening with some Spanish series and telenovelas.

Various investigations support the existence of greater attachment to stories through 
elements of closeness or proximity to viewers, as was the observation of studies focused 
on the United States or Europe.24 Other studies reveal greater affection and credibility 
when the story uses the audience’s own native language.25 Straubhaar also includes other 
cultural elements of representation such as music, religion, humor and folklore.26 Social 
conflicts and images referring to Latin American landscapes are also considered.27 

Indeed, proximity represents a fundamental axis of the telenovela’s narrative articulation, 
as it brings together in a single discourse multiple ingredients directly connected with the 
roots, surroundings, traditions and customs of the Latin American world.28

Method

For this study, the plots and episodes of Latin American telenovelas and Spanish telenovelas 
and series broadcast in Spain between 1990 and 2015 are analyzed. The time period of the 
study is defined by taking as a reference point the period of greatest presence of Latin 
American telenovelas until their disappearance from generalist networks and the increase 
in the production of Spanish fiction. The method of analysis is based on preliminary studies 
that establish the features that characterize the stories of audiovisual plot fiction.29 Five 
fields of analysis were chosen: format structure, genres, spaces of representation, themes 
and characters. These fields are present in both Spanish series and telenovelas and Latin 
American telenovelas broadcast during the defined period.

After viewing and collecting data and information, an array was generated in an Excel 
spreadsheet file with the following categories: title, year format, country, production 
company, broadcast channel, number of episodes, plot and characters. Two sheets of 
archives were generated, one for Spanish series and telenovelas and the other for Latin 
American telenovelas, which allowed us to jointly extract comparative information.
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Results

A total of 58 series, nine Spanish telenovelas and 110 Latin American telenovelas were 
recorded. The distribution of series was not uniform. There were 17 between 1995 and 
2000, but only three between 2001 and 2005. Between 2011 and 2015 the figure increases 
to 16. Spanish telenovelas add up to a total of nine, but in reality these were only five titles 
broadcast over several years, such as Amar en tiempos revueltos (2005-12), Bandolera 
(2010-13) or El secreto del puente viejo (2011-2019). Regarding the Latin American 
telenovelas, entries begin in 1991 with Muchachitas (Mexico) and reaches 110 titles 
broadcast, practically double that of Spanish series and telenovelas together. The number 
of titles does not, however, imply more hours of broadcasting of the format because these 
are telenovelas with fewer episodes compared to Spanish telenovelas. Another interesting 
observation can be seen in the proportion of telenovelas over five-year periods (see 
Table 2). Between 1990 and 2010 more than 20 Latin American telenovelas were broad-
cast per period, while between 2011–15 only 11 were aired, a significant drop that is 
directly related to the increase in Spanish series and telenovelas, which total 19.

Format Structure

If we analyze the duration and structure of the episodes, both Latin and Spanish telenovelas 
show a block scheme. Episodes from Latin American telenovelas last one hour, structured in 
four or five blocks in their original version, which are re-broadcast in two or three blocks of 
approximately 15 minutes each. These are daily broadcasts that are generally aired during the 
morning and afternoon time slots, after the news and a few at 10pm (prime time). Spanish 
telenovelas have two formats of duration per episode.Those broadcast on public television last     

Table 2. Broadcasts over five-year periods of Spanish and Latin American series and telenovelas 
(Source: Author)
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between 70 to 90 minutes, in two or three blocks of 20 to 30 minutes, while those aired on 
private channels are 60 minutes in two or three blocks, which is the same duration as Latin 
American telenovelas. All are broadcast daily from Monday to Friday.

Table 3. Genres and spaces in Spanish and Latin American series and telenovelas (Source: Author)
Genres and Spaces                                                                     

Latin American Telenovelas Spanish Telenovelas Spanish Series

Central class drama or conflict dispute 
that combines with images and 
elements of the current Latin 
American world. Includes other 
genres such as police, thriller or 
comedy.

Historical reference and traditional 
drama that portrays society and the 
political and generational social 
conflicts (Amar en tiempos 
revueltos)

Genre determines its treatment and 
spaces of collective interaction. 
In general, genres are not mixed. 
A clear and defined pattern is 
sought for the audience.

Neighborhood, home, office. 
A marked division of intimate, 
family and social spaces, rooms, 
hospitals. 
Public spaces; the street, beaches, 
bars. Ranches, farms, landscapes. 
Visual display of the social status 
surrounding the situation.

Neighborhood, home, factory, office, 
bar, rooms, kitchen, hospital, 
cemetery. 
Public spaces such as the square. 
Visual display of the dominant 
position that frames the situation.

The spaces are conditioned by the 
series theme: large exteriors (Águila 
Roja), neighborhoods (Aquí no hay 
quien viva), pharmacies (Farmacia 
de Guardia), school/college (Física 
o Química), police station (Misterios 
de Laura, Hombres de Paco).

Table 4. Themes and characters in Spanish and Latin American series and telenovelas (Source: Author)
Themes and Characters                                                                  

Latin American Telenovelas Spanish Telenovelas Spanish Series

Rich/poor love triangles (socially 
prohibited relationship); 
unrequited love, ambition, power, 
hate and revenge, avoiding ruin, 
inheritance, alcohol, drugs, 
mysteries, rapes, pregnancies, 
parents, children or unknown 
siblings, disappearances, religion, 
social pressure, deceit

Social political conflicts during and 
after the dictatorship. They portray 
traditional Spanish society with its 
differences. Comic touches. 
The plots combine the historical 
journey of Spain through the lives 
of middle class families with 
romances and intrigue. Family 
conflicts, land and power disputes.

Drama, medical emergencies, work 
disputes, intrigue, legal and police 
themes: drug trafficking, 
trafficking, crime, exploitation and 
prostitution. Interests, politics and 
history. 
Comedies: gossip and troubles 
between neighbors due to 
coexistence of generations and 
differences of characters. Crossing 
of life, work, family and 
relationships.

MALE CHARACTERS                                                                   

Men with money, handsome, 
millionaires, with a double life, 
corrupt, macho, abusive, liars, 
gangsters. 
Or, in contrast, dreamers, noble, 
naïve, poor, peasants, ignorant and 
honest.

In El Secreto del puente viejo: 
Raimundo: overbearing 
Roberto: the rescuer 
Fernando: daring 
Mauricio: the clumsy foreman 
Bosco: the well-meaning noble 
Severo García: mysterious 
Matías: streetwise and smart

Student (Física o Química) 
Rebellious children (El internado) 
Ex-police officer (El Príncipe) 
Noble doctor (Doctor Mateo) 
Criminals (Ladrones van a la oficina) 
Taxi driver (Menudo es mi padre) 
Reporters (Periodistas)

FEMALE CHARACTERS                                                                  

Rebellious, beautiful, capricious, racist 
women, daughters of the rich, evil, 
ambitious. 
Or, in contrast: poor, exploited, 
abused girls, dreamers, orphans, 
fighters, single mothers.

In Amar en tiempos revueltos: 
Cecilia: noble girl 
Manolita: the authoritarian woman 
Amina: the immigrant 
Angélica: the shop assistant 
Asunción: the businesswoman 
Rocío: the liberal woman

Fugitive (Ángel o demonio) Alcoholic 
(Aída) 
Student (Canguros) 
Supermarket employee (El Súper) 
Detective (Misterios de Laura) 
Prostitute (Sin tetas no hay paraíso)
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Important differences are observed in the total number of episodes. Latin American 
telenovelas last around 150 episodes, while Spanish telenovelas, with the exception of 
Bandolera (2011), which lasted 510, far exceed 1000. This allows for a broad development 
of both stories and characters that unfolds dramatically over the seasons. They last years 
and audiences see the characters aging and the arrival of new generations. In this regard, 
it closely resembles the British or U.S. soap opera. Amar en tiempos revueltos lasted 1716 
episodes that covered the period from 1936 to 1957, while El secreto del Puente Viejo, 
which continues to be broadcast, already exceeds 2,000 episodes, but covers a smaller 
historical period between 1902 and 1925. It is a formula that facilitates the inclusion of a 
greater number of stories, and entrances and exits of characters.

Spanish series are stories with serial weekly episodes, that is, they develop one or more 
conflicts that span several episodes. Others present self-concluding episodes with simpler 
stories that end on the same day. Their structure revolves around the leading role of a male or 
female character. There is also the ensemble cast in which several main and secondary 
characters intervene. Being a weekly broadcast series, they present a narrative treatment 
that differs from the telenovela in that they are flexible enough to build and combine actions 
broadcast in episodes of varying duration. Conflicts must be intense enough to maintain 
audience expectations for seven days until the next episode. The number of episodes shows 
no regular pattern. They range from 18 in the case of Plaza España (2010), a comedy that 
parodies the Civil War period, up to a maximum of 2094 in the case of El secreto del Puente 
Viejo (2011-), which manages to exceed the number of episodes of Amar en tiempos revueltos.

Genres and Spaces of Representation

Both Spanish series and the Latin American telenovelas define the main genre very narrowly 
before being produced: drama in the case of Valientes (2015); police in the case of Los 
hombres de Paco (2015); action in the case of Basket fever (1992); mystery in the case of 
¿Dónde está Elisa? (2010); terror in the case of Luna, el misterio de candela (2012); dramedy in 
the case of Nada es para siempre (1999); or comedy in the case of Aída (2004). Although they 
have a label and a dominant genre (especially drama) that is quickly identifiable, they usually 
introduce comedy, suspense, police or even thriller subplots and, as such, we could categorize 
them as multi-genre. In this regard, they bear similarities with several Latin American 
telenovelas such as Rosalinda (1999), Tierra de pasiones (2006) and others that distance 
themselves from the strictly romantic dramas such as Isabela (1999), Abigail (1992) or Amor 
Real (1995). Some telenovelas introduce other narrative threads, such as the tragicomedy 
Hasta que la plata nos separe (2006), in which the protagonist suffers from an existential 
conflict after helping an injured woman who asks for a large sum of money to cover her 
recovery expenses. Spanish telenovelas, as historical dramas, do not show this characteristic 
except in some very particular situations or in less important characters.

Another narrative element that is interesting to compare is the mystery factor. In Latin 
American telenovelas it is fundamental in enhancing the space of action and the tension 
surrounding the characters. It is approached from a popular magical perspective, a 
perverse artifice that includes concoctions or spells that envelop the character and 
prevent him/her from acting in a rational and coherent way. These are exemplified by 
the potions in Kassandra (1993) and Ka Ina (1995) or the kidnap suspects in ¿Dónde está 
Elisa? (2010). In contrast, in Spanish series, mystery is an atmosphere and takes place 
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around real events and tangible objects and by direct intervention of other characters that 
know (data or information) that even the viewers know before the victim, as happens 
with haunted houses in Hay alguien ahí (2009) and Gran Hotel (2011) or the conflict 
between good and evil addressed by Ángel o demonio (2001).

All the Spanish series and Latin American telenovelas develop an important part of 
their stories in all types of spaces: public, social, family or private. It forms the very basis 
of a number of comedies such as Aída (2005) and Aquí no hay quien viva (2003). Other 
spaces include the office in De boca en boca (2014); college in Física o química (2008), 
Colegio mayor (1996) and El internado (2007); the surgery in Médico de familia (1995) 
and Doctor Mateo (2009); the gym in Gym Tony (2014); the police station in Los hombres 
de Paco (2005) and Los misterios de Laura (2009); the convent in Hermanas (1998); and 
the street in all of the above but especially in Los ladrones van a la oficina (1993). The 
historical series Cuéntame cómo pasó develops countless scenes in interior spaces: the 
living room, bedrooms, the kitchen, and others in the social sphere: bars, factories, 
squares, among others, all artificially recreated domestic and social scenarios, just as in 
the vast majority of Latin American telenovelas broadcast in Spain.

Finally, adventure storylines are constructed in the cultural imaginary of reference of 
the Latin American origin/destination of production: Amor Gitano and El Zorro (2007) 
or the Spanish El Quijote (1999) and Águila roja (2007). The following table shows a 
comparison of the features for a better visualization of all aspects.

Themes and Characters

Spanish series are centered around issues of daily life and from a Spanish sociocultural 
perspective that is segmented according to their potential audience: youth conflicts in La 
vida en el aire (2001); passion for art in La banda de Pérez (1998); sport in Basket Fever 
(1992); or the adventures of couples in study centers, such as in Colegio mayor (1996) and 
Física o química (2008). In contrast, the Latin American telenovela portrays the emo-
tional drama and social ascent from a perspective of class conflict between rich and poor, 
exemplified by Abigail (1992), Amor real (1995) and Amores de mercado (2006). Other 
stories can be added to this main structure: hidden children in Contra viento y marea 
(2005) and Corazón salvaje (1994), or the ambition for power and money in Abigail 
(1992) and Rubí (2004). Meanwhile, Spanish series address varied topics ranging from 
behavioral conflicts, for example, from the obsessive possessive desires of the couple in 
Ambiciones (1996) and Sin tetas no hay paraíso (2008), to character conflicts, as in 
Hermanos de leche (1994) and Cuñados (2011); control of large areas of land in 
Valientes (2015) and Tierra de lobos (2004), accentuating old family or neighborhood 
disputes, and offenders who are protagonists in Vis a vis (2015). In Latin American 
telenovelas, land struggles are also quite frequent, but motivated by historical economic, 
social or racial differences. They are driven by revenge or love between young people and 
the victims are almost always poor people. Examples of this include Rebeca (2004), La 
tormenta (2006), and Las bandidas (2012). Spanish telenovelas have a more varied 
thematic arc: family, work and political issues mixed with sentimental relationships, 
many of them clandestine. The complexity in their treatment is generally greater. 
Historical connectors are used to strengthen the dramatic component and, as is the 
case of fear of repression, serve to heighten differences and collective tension, as well as 
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the needs of expression in a society coerced by the military dictatorship in Cuéntame 
cómo pasó.

Suffering from diseases in Spanish series is an obstacle that generally secondary 
characters recover from and that do not necessarily derive from their misconduct, but 
from chance or hereditary causes. In Física o química (2008) Cabano overcomes cancer 
along with other personal problems, and Andrea dies suddenly. While they did not have 
an important role in the story, they served to introduce tangential topics of interest to the 
audience. In Spanish telenovelas, strange illnesses usually appear, such as Abelardo 
Rivas’s stroke in Amar en tiempos revueltos or Marcos’s mental illness in Cuéntame 
cómo pasó. On the other hand, in Latin American telenovelas, they occur around 
accidents that symbolize moral punishment for the villain, compensation for the victim 
and relief for the viewer. In Amarte así Frijolito (2005) the antagonist Chantal is 
paralyzed after an accident she suffered while attempting to prevent a wedding. In 
Rubí (2004) the female protagonist falls from a balcony and ends up with a disfigured 
face. In Spanish series, the medical or hospital theme in general may well be a one-off 
issue as part of a character’s ups and downs: Raúl arrives at the hospital to see his brother 
in Gran reserva (1997). It may even form the basis of a series, as in Hospital Central 
(2000) and Médico de familia (1995), simply because of the opportunity to interweave 
different planned or unforeseen storylines such as emergencies or encounters between 
doctors that usually occur during on-call night shifts.

In this vein, it is quite clear that the biggest differences can be seen in the construction 
of the characters. With the exception of sitcoms, in which the stereotype prevails, the 
characters are quite realistic, with their doubts and unpredictable changes that serve to 
produce intense and credible scenes. They act in spaces of daily life such as the neighbor-
hood in Café con leche (1994), La vida en el aire (2001), El príncipe (2014) or the tobacco 
shop, run by a lifelong friend in Carmen y familia (1996). In contrast, the Latin American 
telenovela takes place in spaces that, although identifiable, are places without precise 
geographical context for a national audience, but sufficient to present the scenes. The 
characters are dichotomous and typecast as good or bad, as exemplified by Destino 
(2001), La fuerza del destino (2011), and La revancha (2001). Audiences usually identify 
more closely with the drama than the characters themselves. The aim is to maintain the 
Latin American cultural connection through the landscape in which they appear in some 
scenes: rural views, farms, beaches, neighborhoods, with food and music being enjoyed. 
There are exceptions, such as the Chilean telenovela Machos (2003), which is basically set 
indoors and includes a homosexual character who develops a powerful conflict with his 
father over the recognition of his sexuality.

Discussion

The increase in Spanish series and telenovelas and the decrease in Latin American 
telenovelas in programming schedules reveals that we are in a phase of consolidation 
of Spanish fiction and a retreat from telenovelas imported from Latin America.

Spanish telenovelas are mostly historical dramas that take place over many years and 
evoke the national collective memory of the Franco era. They have similarities with Latin 
American telenovelas because both formats are domestic dramas that take place in 
environments recognizable to the target audience. Latin American telenovelas are closed, 
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melodramatic stories that take place in urban and rural spaces as representational frames 
of the Latin American cultural imaginary. Despite having revamped their themes and 
approach, they have not been able to compete against a Spanish fiction that recreates 
stories strongly connected to the reality of Spain and that is of a higher level of technical 
and artistic refinement.

In contrast, series are based on events, themes or characters: doctors, police, detec-
tives, sitcoms. Their flexible format offers all kinds of adaptations and approaches. In 
addition to the use of drama as a universal core resource for any story, we can identify 
similarities in the design of characters that come specifically from Colombian telenovelas. 
Characters like Betty la fea and Pedro el escamoso shatter the paradigm of the beautiful 
protagonist. Similar cases can be found in the protagonists of comedy series such as Aquí 
no hay quien viva and Aída, with great success. El Zorro, la espada y la rosa also has 
significant similarities to Águila roja: heroes who act in service of the common good and 
rescue the helpless, although, in the Spanish case, the series is set in the Spanish Golden 
Age, that is to say, using once again a nexus of referential historical value for the public. 
This indicates that fiction scriptwriters in Spain value the importance of building power-
ful and versatile characters with nuances that make them credible and empathic, not only 
so that they contribute to the stories, but also so that they enrich their relationship with 
their followers.30

Indeed, the observation of adaptations of Colombian titles in Spain is a way of noting 
the use of common narrative codes. In the case of Betty la fea, the central conflict and her 
physical change was introduced more abruptly, and the social and cultural differences of 
her characterization were standardized to the Spanish context to make them more 
credible. This decision precluded the use of the comic resource generated from the 
stereotype of being different, as occurred in the original version. From a theoretical 
point of view, this allows us to connect with the concepts of glocalization31 in order to try 
to determine the narrative formula that allows national or global brands to be balanced 
based on aspects of proximity32 and measured use of cultural codes, whether territorial or 
global. The local adjustment of the codes is visible in Spanish series that, from within 
different genres, have been able to devise stories gathered from everyday life and society, 
portraying their routines and the active exercise of professional activity in a recognizable 
Spanish family visual environment. It is clear that all the stories—Latin American and 
Spanish telenovelas and series—draw upon emotion and nostalgia to activate various 
identification processes. These elements are central to better understanding the form of 
serialized narrative. It is also important to determine whether telenovela producers are 
able to regulate them (without losing their national brand) and elaborate attractive stories 
for an increasingly complex international audience with different and complex cultural 
roots. Indeed, it seems clear that Latin American telenovela producers have decided not 
to take the risk, and have reaffirmed the current Latin American drama formula, 
eradicating any national traits as much as possible in order to preserve its historical 
audience in Central and South American countries when faced with being unable to 
compete in Spain, at least for now, with stories that include elements designed to suit 
audiences’ television tastes.

As a final methodological note, the complexity resulting from carrying out an exhaus-
tive comparative analysis of titles, substantial textual data and viewing hours that have 
probably prevented us from detecting other relevant elements of the influence that we 
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intended to study should be noted. For future studies, it would also be appropriate to 
examine relationships according to countries or sources of production in such a way as to 
limit the sample and be able to draw conclusions that help us better understand the 
dominant features of the transfer of audiovisual fiction.
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